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piano merengue. contreras. this is a very popular arrangement of this piece, by the famous venezuelan guitarist vasilis salas. it is a good introduction to the style of merengue. it is played very well with the famous pedro fernandez's piano and guitar. the
flamenco roots come through the guitar playing. it is a very good piece to start to play merengue. flauta (piano) 1. timbre 1. key 3. the piano accompaniment is really the main theme of this flamenco tune. the flamenco guitar is playing a simple melody, and

david pea plays a very minimal accompaniment, playing only 2 chords, while the singer is singing in a very playful, lively voice. this is a great way to learn flamenco guitar, because you are playing the chords, not the melody, and the chords you are playing are
those that the guitar is singing, you are learning the music. according to the top 10 albums of 2008, david pea and zeca de freitas have both received top honours from the spanish chart-topping disc jockey josep maria "pepe" ortí blasco and flamenco at the

end of the world. the gypsy guitar is one of the many traditional instruments in spain, and the guitar that is played in flamenco is a gypsy classical guitar, built to the sound of the old type. old times, when the gypsies were still wandering, when people lived in
tent cities, and had no electricity, and when people did not have cars, these gypsies were wandering without a fixed place to live, and without animals to feed. they used to wander the roads, they had no money, because the roads were free to travel on. the

music was the only way to earn money, and the gypsies were the best musicians. for example, the guitar-like instruments they played is the same as the one that albeniz played in romanticism. the old gypsy guitar was used in the 19th century with flamenco,
and the music was a fusion of the flamenco music with the romantic music. the violin in flamenco was known as a cajon de caja, because the violin was a box with four strings. this instrument is one of the many instruments of the traditional music of flamenco.

david pea was able to create a very interesting combination of these two elements. in this recording, david pea plays a combination of flamenco guitar, gypsy violin, and spanish piano.
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it is played very well with the famous
pedro fernandez's piano and guitar.

the flamenco roots come through the
guitar playing. it is a very good piece

to start to play merengue. flauta
(piano) 1. timbre 1. key 3. the piano
accompaniment is really the main
theme of this flamenco tune. the
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great way to learn flamenco guitar,
because you are playing the chords,
not the melody, and the chords you
are playing are those that the guitar

is singing, you are learning the music.
according to the top 10 albums of

2008, david pea and zeca de freitas
have both received top honours from
the spanish chart-topping disc jockey

josep maria "pepe" ortí blasco and
flamenco at the end of the world. the

gypsy guitar is one of the many
traditional instruments in spain, and
the guitar that is played in flamenco

is a gypsy classical guitar, built to the
sound of the old type. old times, when

the gypsies were still wandering,
when people lived in tent cities, and
had no electricity, and when people

did not have cars, these gypsies were
wandering without a fixed place to
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live, and without animals to feed.
they used to wander the roads, they
had no money, because the roads

were free to travel on. the music was
the only way to earn money, and the
gypsies were the best musicians. for
example, the guitar-like instruments
they played is the same as the one
that albeniz played in romanticism.
the old gypsy guitar was used in the
19th century with flamenco, and the
music was a fusion of the flamenco
music with the romantic music. the
violin in flamenco was known as a

cajon de caja, because the violin was
a box with four strings. this

instrument is one of the many
instruments of the traditional music of

flamenco. david pea was able to
create a very interesting combination

of these two elements. in this
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recording, david pea plays a
combination of flamenco guitar,
gypsy violin, and spanish piano.
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